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Abstract. The orchestration of high performance computing (HPC)
services to build scienti�c applications is based on complex work�ows. A
challenging task consists of improving the reliability of such work�ows,
avoiding faulty behaviors that can lead to bad consequences in practice.
This paper introduces a certi�er component for certifying scienti�c work-
�ows in a certi�cation framework proposed for HPC Shelf, a cloud-based
platform for HPC in which di�erent kinds of users can design, deploy
and execute scienti�c applications. This component is able to inspect
the work�ow description of a parallel computing system of HPC Shelf

and check its consistency with respect to a number of safety and liveness
properties speci�ed by application designers and component developers.

1 Introduction

Contrariwise to other engineering disciplines, reliability is often disregarded in
current software development. Actually, testing and a posteriori empirical er-
ror detection dominate the practice of software industry, compared to formal
veri�cation and correct-by-construction techniques.

The problem is that software and computational systems are inherently com-
plex. Each line of code is a potential source of errors, and programs often exhibit
a huge number of potential states, making it di�cult to predict their behavior
and verify their properties in a rigorous way. This di�culty is more evident in
emerging heterogeneous computing environments in High Performance Comput-
ing (HPC), where concurrent programs are omnipresent.

Scienti�c Work�ow Management Systems (SWfMS) have been largely ap-
plied by scientists and engineers for the design, execution and monitoring of
reusable data processing task pipelines in scienti�c discovery and data analysis
[24]. In these systems, work�ows are commonly represented by components that
absorb all the orchestration logic required to solve a speci�c problem. Applica-
tions emerge by composition of work�ows and di�erent sorts of computational
components, usually provided in generic or tailored libraries. Increasing the relia-
bility of the available work�ows is considered a challenging task in the sense that



deadlocks must be avoided, crucial operations must be e�ectively executed, and
no faulty behaviors should be induced as a result of badly designed work�ows.

HPC Shelf is a proposal of a component-oriented platform to provide cloud-
based HPC services. It o�ers an environment to develop applications matching
the needs of specialists (i.e. experts on the relevant scienti�c or engineering
domain) who are supposed to deal with domain-speci�c, heavy computational
problems by orchestrating a set of parallel components tuned to classes of parallel
computing platforms. Orchestrations in HPC Shelf are driven by a SWfMS called
SAFe (Shelf Application Framework) [9]. Parallel computing systems implement
applications in HPC Shelf by composing components that address functional and
non-functional concerns, representing both hardware and software elements.

In such a scenario, this paper approaches the problem of certifying scienti�c
work�ows through the veri�cation of typical behavioral properties (e. g. safety
and liveness) they are expected to exhibit, therefore increasing their con�dence
levels. We are interested not only in discovering design errors on work�ows, but
also on improving their speci�cations based on the veri�cation results. This work
is based on a certi�cation framework [10] previously proposed by the authors for
HPC Shelf. Such a framework is basically a VaaS (Veri�cation-as-a-Service) plat-
form, where certi�er components can be created and connected to other (certi-
�able) components within a parallel computing system under design. Certi�er
components orchestrate a set of tactical components in certi�cation tasks. The
latter, on the other hand, encapsulate the functionalities of one or more exist-
ing veri�cation infrastructures, commonly composed of provers, model checkers
and other elements, and run on parallel computing platforms of HPC Shelf, for
accelerating the certi�cation process.

This paper proposes a new kind of certi�er components, designated by SWC2
(Scienti�c Work�ow Component Certi�er), for statically certifying work�ows of
parallel computing systems over the parallel computing infrastructure of HPC
Shelf. Some of the main patterns found in this class of work�ows and their veri-
�cation are discussed. The proposed approach is further illustrated by resorting
to a speci�c SWC2 component and a related tactical component, which encap-
sulates the mCRL2 veri�cation toolset.

Related work. Several studies on the formalization and veri�cation of busi-
ness work�ows have been proposed in literature. These include Event-Condition-
Action rules (triggers) [6, 14, 18], logic-based methods [3, 5, 23], Petri Nets [2, 1,
25] and State Charts [27]. The approach proposed here, however, is innovative
in the sense that no initiatives were found regarding the formalization and veri-
�cation of scienti�c work�ow patterns.

Paper structure. HPC Shelf is succinctly presented in Section 2. Section 3
presents an overview of the certi�cation framework. Section 4 introduces work-
�ow certi�ers. Section 5, in turn, discusses the way work�ows in HPC Shelf are
translated to behavioral models in mCRL2. The approach is illustrated with a
case study in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
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2 HPC Shelf

HPC Shelf is a cloud computing platform for cloud-based HPC applications. It
receives problem speci�cations from specialist users and build computational so-
lutions for them. For that, the platform o�ers, to application providers, tools for
building parallel computing systems by orchestrating components that comply
to Hash, a model of intrinsically parallel components [7], representing both com-
putations (software) developed by component developers, and parallel computing
platforms (hardware) o�ered by platform maintainers. Specialists, providers, de-
velopers and maintainers are the stakeholders of HPC Shelf.

2.1 Component Kinds in HPC Shelf

HPC Shelf de�nes di�erent kinds of components: virtual platforms, representing
distributed-memory parallel computing platforms; computations, implement-
ing parallel algorithms by exploiting the features of a class of virtual platforms;
data sources, storing data that may interest to computations; connectors,
which couple a set of computations and data sources placed in distinct virtual
platforms; and bindings, for connecting service and action ports exported by
components for communication and synchronization of tasks, respectively.

A service binding connects a user to a provider port, allowing a component
to consume a service o�ered by another component. In turn, action bindings
connect a set of action ports that export the same set of action names. Two
actions of the same name whose action ports are connected in two components
execute when both components make them active at the same time (rendezvous).
Figure 1 depicts a scenario illustrating components and their bindings.

Fig. 1: Components in a hypothetical parallel computing system.

Components have a prede�ned action port, called LifeCycle which respond
to a number of actions for life-cycle control. Action resolve selects a component
implementation and a virtual platform for it, according to a system of contextual
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contracts (see below). Action deploy deploys a selected component in a paral-
lel computing platform. Action instantiate instantiates a deployed component,
which becomes ready for communication with other components through service
and action ports. Finally, action release releases a component from the platform
on which it is instantiated, when it is no longer useful.

2.2 Architecture

The architecture of HPC Shelf is structured around three main elements, Front-
End, Core and Back-End, as described below.

The Front-End is SAFe (Shelf Application Framework) [9], a collection of Java
or C# classes and design patterns that providers use for deriving applications.
They use SAFe Scienti�c Work�ow Language (SAFeSWL) for specifying parallel
computing systems, divided into an architectural and an orchestration subsets.
The former is used to specify solution components and their bindings. The later
orchestrates them. The work�ow component of a parallel computing system is a
special connector that runs in SAFe for performing the SAFeSWL orchestration.

The Coremanages the life-cycle of components, o�ering services for developers
and maintainers register components and their contracts. For that, the Core
implements an underlying component resolution mechanism based on contextual
contracts. Applications access the services of the Core for resolving contracts and
deploying the components of their parallel computing systems.

The Back-End is a service o�ered by a maintainer to the Core for the deploy-
ment of virtual platforms. Once deployed, virtual platforms may communicate
directly with the Core for instantiating components, which become ready for
direct communication with applications through service and action bindings.

2.3 Contextual Contracts

HPC Shelf employs a system of contextual contracts [8] that separates interface
and implementation of components (abstract and concrete components, respec-
tively), so that one or more concrete components may exist in the Core's catalog
for a given abstract component. Di�erent components will meet di�erent as-
sumptions on the requirements of the host application and the features of the
parallel computing platforms where they can be instantiated (execution context).
For that, an abstract component has a contextual signature, composed of a set
of context parameters. In turn, a concrete component must be associated with
a type, i.e. a contextual contract, de�ned by an abstract component and a set
of context arguments that valuate its context parameters. During orchestration,
when the action resolve of a component is activated, a resolution procedure is
triggered to choose a concrete component matching the corresponding contract.

3 The Certi�cation Framework

We have proposed a certi�cation framework for components in HPC Shelf [10],
which introduced the kind of certi�er components. The connection between
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a certi�er and a certi�able component is called certi�cation binding. It also in-
troduced the auxiliary kind of tactical components, for encapsulating proof
infrastructures orchestrated by certi�ers in veri�cation tasks.

3.1 Parallel Certi�cation Systems

A parallel certi�cation system is like a parallel computing system for performing
the certi�cation procedure of a certi�er component. It comprises a set of tactical
components, deployed in virtual platforms where the required veri�cation in-
frastructures are deployed; a certi�er component, which orchestrates the tactical
components through a work�ow written in TCOL (Tactical Component Orches-
tration Language); a set of certi�able components, linked to the certi�er through
certi�cation bindings. The certi�er runs on SAFe, like the work�ow component.

For a certi�able component to be certi�ed, one or more certi�er components
whose certi�cation ports are compatible to the certi�cation port of the certi�-
able component must be chosen from the catalog and connected to it through
certi�cation bindings. When the work�ow activates the new action certify in the
life-cycle port of the certi�able component, the parallel certi�cation system of
each certi�er performs its certi�cation procedure to certify it.

The certi�cation of a component with respect to a certi�er component is
idempotent, that is, it is executed once, even though certify is activated multiple
times in one or more applications. Each certi�er distinguish which properties it
may verify are either mandatory or optional. At the end of the certi�cation
process, the component is considered to be certi�ed with respect to the certi�er
component if all mandatory properties have been proven. If so, the component
receives a certi�cate with respect to the certi�er, which is registered in the catalog
of components in an unforgeable format. Finally, the certi�cation of a certi�able
component is a pre-requisite for running it in an application.

By supporting the association of multiple certi�able components to the same
certi�er, SAFe makes application providers able to optimize resources, by instan-
tiating a single parallel certi�cation system for all of them, instead of one for each
one of them. This is an important feature in a cloud computing environment.

3.2 Tactical Components

A tactical component represents a proof infrastructure, integrating a set of ver-
i�cation tools. It can perform a �ow of execution that includes receiving a code
written in the language it understands, execute validations, conversions and, �-
nally, verify properties on such a code. Tactical components are able to exploit
the parallelism features of their virtual platforms for accelerating veri�cations.

Besides the LifeCycle port, a tactical component has two other ports. Firstly,
it has a user service port, with the following operations: receiving the code of the
certi�able component from the certi�er component, possibly previously trans-
lated by the certi�er component into the language that the tactical component
understands; receiving from the certi�er component formal properties to be ver-
i�ed on that code; allowing the certi�er component to monitor the progress of
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the veri�cation of properties; and returning to the certi�er the result of the ver-
i�cation process. Secondly, it has an action port called Verify, containing the
actions verify_perform, verify_conclusive and verify_inconclusive.

When verify_perform is activated, the tactical component starts the veri�ca-
tion process of the formal properties assigned to it. When this process �nishes,
it activates verify_conclusive, if the veri�cation result was conclusive for all
properties (true or false), or verify_inconclusive, meaning that the veri�cation
of one or more properties was inconclusive (null). The veri�cation of a property
is inconclusive when the tactical component is prevented in some way from ap-
plying its veri�cation technique to prove or refute the property. Such a situation
may occur when there is some infrastructure failure on the virtual platform that
places the tactical component, when the property is written in a format that
is not understood by the tactical component, or when the veri�cation timeout
of the veri�cation tool is reached. In such a case, the certi�er may restart the
veri�cation process for the failed tactical component.

4 The SWC2 Certi�er

If HPC Shelf can accommodate di�erent types of component certi�ers, it makes
sense to consider a speci�c type of certi�er addressing the veri�cation of proper-
ties of the application work�ow itself, rather than the functional properties of its
individual components. This section introduces such a certi�er � designated by
SWC2 (from Scienti�c Work�ow Certi�er Component). Its purpose is to certify
SAFeSWL work�ows through the veri�cation of a set of behavioural properties,
currently resorting to a single proof infrastructure � the mCRL2 tool.

But what are the relevant properties a scienti�c work�ow is expected to
comply? The question is addressed below, based on our own experience with
SAFe speci�cations and a recent state-of-the-art survey [9]. Other SWfMS, such
as Askalon [21], BPEL Sedna [26], Kepler [20], Pegasus [12], Taverna [28] and
Triana [17], were also investigated.

Firstly, scienti�c work�ows are typically coarse-grained, due to the sort of
specialized algorithms they perform. Such algorithms demand for intensive cal-
culations, possibly taking advantage of HPC techniques and infrastructures.
Coarse-grained components encapsulate most of the computational complexity
of scienti�c work�ows. Thus, orchestration languages aimed at the creation of
these work�ows generally o�er few constructors, often limited to plain versions
of sequencing, branching, iteration, parallelism and asynchronism.

On the other hand, scienti�c work�ows are usually represented by compo-
nents and execution dependencies among them, abstracting away from the com-
puting platforms on which they run. However, during the execution of a com-
ponent in a work�ow, resolution procedures may be applied to �nd out which
computing platform best �ts its requirements. Thus, it may be interesting to
verify statically if the computational actions of components are always activated
after the computing platforms where they are placed have been resolved.
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Scienti�c work�ows usually adopt abstract descriptions of components, i.e.
they �x only interfaces exposing available operations, without associating the
component to a speci�c implementation. At an appropriate time of the work�ow
execution, a resolution procedure may be triggered for discovering an appropriate
component implementation. Thus, it is relevant to ensure that the activation of
computational actions of components is made after their e�ective resolution.

In order to minimize the waste of computational resources, the computing
platform where a component is placed may be instantiated only when the compo-
nent is strictly necessary and released when it is no longer needed. This pattern
introduces three operations in the life-cycle of components: deployment, which
installs the component implementation and possibly required libraries in the
target computing platform; instantiation, comprising the allocation of necessary
resources and con�guration of the runtime environment; and, �nally, releasing,
when resources assigned to the components are deallocated. The consistency of
the activation order of these operations may be statically veri�ed. Finally, note
that consistency checking of the life-cycle of components is supported by the
concrete work�ow certi�er SWC2Impl described in Section 4.1.

But other types of work�ows are also to be considered. Actually, in addition
to the work�ow component, which exogenously activates actions of the relevant
components, each of those has an internal work�ow that synchronizes with the
work�ow component for activating its computational operations. The composi-
tion of the application work�ow with the internal work�ows extracted from the
components' code may re�ne the veri�cation process, making possible to check
more specialized, useful properties.

Component internal work�ows recognized by HPC Shelf are those which en-
able/disable its actions. Each component work�ow of a component C consists of
a set of rules of the form:

C ::= act1 → act2↓ | > → act2↓ | act1 → act2 8 (component rule)

Let ActC be the set of all action names of any action port of a component C,
and let act1, act2 ∈ ActC . Rule act1 → act2↓ says that when act1 completes,
act1 is disabled and act2 enabled. In turn, the rule > → act2↓ means that act2 is
always enabled. Finally, rule act1 → act2 8 indicates that, on completion of act1,
act1 and act2 become disabled. Examples of component work�ows are presented
in the case study.

The orchestration of �ne-grained components is considered too expensive in
scienti�c work�ows. In general, the time required to make the component ready
(component resolution, deployment and instantiation) may exceed its e�ective
computation time. Thus, �ne-grained components with similar characteristics
may be grouped into a coarse-grained component, called a cluster component.
The activation of an action of a cluster component translates to the activation of
a work�ow responsible for activating each of the �ne-grained components. This
behavior may be incorporated into the work�ow veri�cation model for generating
a more accurate speci�cation of the computational system. Note that cluster
components in HPC Shelf are parallel ones, i.e. an activation of an action of a
cluster component is in fact a parallel activation of all corresponding actions in
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the related �ne-grained components. An example of cluster component in the
case study below.

4.1 Formal Properties and Contextual Contracts

In general, properties can be divided in three classes: default, application and ad
hoc. Default properties are common to any work�ow. Typically, they include ab-
sence of deadlocks and in�nite loops, and life-cycle consistency. Their veri�cation
is enabled through the following contextual signature:

SWC2 [deadlock_absence = D : DAType,in�nite_loop_absence = I : ILAType,
life_cycle_veri�cation = L : LCVType, ad_hoc_properties = A : AHType]

Context parameters deadlock_absence , in�nite_loop_absence and
life_cycle_veri�cation determines which sort of property is to be veri�ed.
Note that ad hoc properties are speci�ed by the user resorting to the formal
language supported by the certi�er and stored in the work�ow. The parameter
ad_hoc_properties determines whether these properties are accepted.

From the contextual signature of SWC2, a contextual contract can be de-
rived for concrete certi�ers. An example is the following contract of the concrete
certi�er SWC2Impl:

SWC2Impl : SWC2 [deadlock_absence = DeadlockAbsence,
in�nite_loop_absence = InfiniteLoopAbsence,
life_cycle_veri�cation = LifeCycleVerification,
ad_hoc_properties = AdHocProperties]

This means that SWC2Impl veri�es deadlock absence, in�nite loop absence
and life-cycle consistency, and accepts ad hoc properties. To accomplish this it
currently orchestrates a single tactical component, mCRL2, which extends the
contextual signature Tactical with a parameter version specifying a version
of the mCRL2 toolset:

Tactical [message_passing_interface = M : MPIType,
number_of_nodes = N : Integer, number_of_cores = C : Integer]

mCRL2 [version = V : VersionType, message_passing_interface = M : MPIType,
number_of_nodes = N : Integer, number_of_cores = C : Integer]
extends Tactical [message_passing_interface = M ,

number_of_nodes = N ,number_of_cores = C]

The parametermessage_passing_interface con�gures the message pass-
ing library used by the tactical component (e.g. MPI [13]). In turn, num-
ber_of_nodes and number_of_cores speci�es the (minimum) number of
processing nodes and cores per node that will be required for execution of the
tactical component. The orchestration performed by SWC2Impl is governed by
the TCOL fragment depicted in Figure 2.

Finally, mCRL2Impl is declared as a concrete tactical component encapsulat-
ing version 201409.1 of the mCRL2 toolset, implemented through the MPICH2
library 3 and resorting to at least four cores per processing node:

3 http://www.mpich.org/
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0 <sequence>
1 <perform action="resolve" id_port="mCRL2-life-cycle"/>
2 <perform action="deploy" id_port="mCRL2-life-cycle"/>
3 <perform action="instantiate" id_port="mCRL2-life-cycle"/>
4 <perform action="verify_perform" id_port="mCRL2-verify"/>
5 <perform action="release" id_port="mCRL2-life-cycle"/>
6 </sequence>

Fig. 2: The orchestration code of the certi�er SWC2Impl in TCOL.

mCRL2Impl : mCRL2 [version = 201409.1,
message_passing_interface = MPICH2, number_of_cores = 4]

In SWC2Impl, the contextual contract of the inner mCRL2 tactical compo-
nent makes mCRL2Impl a possible candidate, since it only requires MPI:

mCRL2 [message_passing_interface = MPI]

For certifying a work�ow, the provider must create, using the architectural
subset of SAFeSWL, a certi�cation binding between the work�ow component
and a SWC2 component, represented by a contract like

SWC2 [deadlock_absence = DeadlockAbsence, ad_hoc_properties = AdHocProperties]

This contract declares that the provider looks for a certi�er that veri�es dead-
lock absence and accepts ad hoc properties. Clearly, SWC2Impl is a candidate.

The certi�er component determines which default and application properties
are either optional or mandatory, and providers determine this for ad hoc ones.

5 Translating SAFeSWL to mCRL2

The veri�cation of a SAFeSWL work�ow requires its translation to the speci�c
notation of the tactical component which will take care of it. As explained above,
mCRL2 [15, 16] was chosen here to support work�ow veri�cation. System behav-
iors in mCRL2 are speci�ed in a process algebra reminiscent of ACP [4]. Processes
are built from a set of user-declared actions and a small number of combina-
tors including multi-action synchronization, sequential, alternative and parallel
composition, and abstraction operators (namely, action relabeling, hiding and
restriction). Actions can be parameterized by data and conditional constructs,
giving support to conditional, or data-dependent, systems' behaviors. Data is
de�ned in terms of abstract, equational data types [22]; behaviors, on the other
hand, are given operationally resorting to labeled transition systems.

mCRL2 provides a modal logic with �xed points, extending Kozen's propo-
sitional modal µ-calculus [19] with data variables and quanti�cation over data
domains. The �exibility attained by nesting least and greatest �xpoint operators
with modal combinators allows for the speci�cation of complex properties. For
simplifying formulas, mCRL2 allows the use of regular expressions over the set of
actions as possible labels of both necessity and eventuality modalities. The use
of regular expressions provides a set of macros for property speci�cation which
are enough in practical situations.
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T ::= L | G | T1;T2 | T1||T2 | repeat T (task)

L ::= act | break | continue | start(h, act) | wait(h) | cancel(h) (literal)

G ::= act↓T | act↓T + G (guarded tasks)

Fig. 3: Formal Grammar of the Orchestration Subset of SAFeSWL.

(big-step)

state
x−→ state′′ state′′

xs
=⇒ state′

state
x·xs
==⇒ state′

(action)
a ∈ E

〈a, T, E, L, S, F 〉 a−→ 〈T, stop, E, L, S, F 〉

(parallel-left)

〈T1, stop, E, L, S, F 〉 xs
=⇒

〈
T ′1, R1, E

′, L′, S′, F ′
〉

〈T1||T2, T, E, L, S, F 〉
xs
=⇒

〈
(T ′1;R1||T2, T, E′, L′, S′, F ′

〉 (stop-par-left)
〈stop||T2, T, E, L, S, F 〉
−→ 〈T2, T, E, L, S, F 〉

(select-left)
a ∈ E

〈a↓T1 + G, T2, E, L, S, F 〉
−→ 〈T1, T2, E, L, S, F 〉

(select-right)
a /∈ E 〈G, T2, E, L, S, F 〉 −→ 〈T3, T2, E, L, S, F 〉

〈a↓T1 + G, T2, E, L, S, F 〉
−→ 〈T3, T2, E, L, S, F 〉

(sequence)
〈(T1;T2), T, E, L, S, F 〉
−→ 〈T1, (T2;T ), E, L, S, F 〉

(repeat)
〈repeat T1, T2, E, L, S, F 〉
−→ 〈T1, stop, E, (T1, T2) · L, S, F 〉

(continue)
〈continue, T, E, (Ti, Tf ) · L, S, F 〉
−→ 〈Ti, T, E, (Ti, Tf ) · L, S, F 〉

[2mm] (break)
〈break, T, E, (Ti, Tf ) · L, S, F 〉
−→ 〈Tf , stop, E, L, S, F 〉

(start)
a ∈ E fresh(h)

〈start(a, h), T, E, L, S, F 〉
start(a,h)−−−−−−−→ 〈T, stop, E, L, S ∪ {(a, h)}, F 〉

(wait)
h ∈ F

〈wait(h), T, E, L, S, F 〉
−→ 〈T, stop, E, L, S, F 〉

(�nish)
(a, h) ∈ S

〈T1, T2, E, L, S, F 〉
(a,h)−−−−→ 〈T1, T2, E, L, S − {(a, h)}, F ∪ {h}〉

(cancel)
(a, h) ∈ S

〈cancel(h), T, E, L, S, F 〉
−→ 〈T, stop, E, L, S − {(a, h)}, F 〉

Note: rules (parallel-right) and (stop-par-right) are omitted in this �gure, since they are
symmetric to (parallel-left) and (stop-par-left), respectively.

Fig. 4: Operational semantics of the orchestration subset of SAFeSWL.
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5.1 The Translation Process

The translation process follows directly the operational rules (Figure 4) de�ned
for a formal version of the orchestration subset of SAFeSWL (Figure 3).

Let W be the work�ow component of a parallel computing system. In such
a grammar, c ranges over component identi�ers, h ranges over naturals and
act ∈ ActW . For each component, we assume a minimal set of work�ow actions,
including life cycle ones ({resolvec, deployc, instantiatec, releasec} ⊆ ActW ).

The semantics of W consists of a task TW , given by the rules in Figure 4,
and initial state 〈TW , stop, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅〉. The symbol stop denotes task completion.
Each execution state consists of a tuple 〈T1, T2, E, L, S, F 〉, where T1 is the next
task to be evolved; T2 is the following task to be evolved; E are the actions
enabled in the components; L is a stack of pairs with the beginning and the end
of the repeat blocks scoping the current task; S is a set of pairs with actions
asynchronously activated that have not yet been �nished and their handles; and
F is a set of handles associated to �nished asynchronous actions.

For simplicity, the behavior imposed by the internal work�ows of components
is omitted, which enable/disable their actions and directly manipulate E.

Rule big-step denotes a big-step transition relation between execution states.
Rule action states that a state containing the activation of an enabled action
causes the system to observe the action and go to the state in which the next
task is evaluated. Rule sequence indicates sequential evaluation of tasks. Rule
(parallel-left) states that if a stateX with a task T1 leads to any state Y in any
number of steps, the parallelization of T1 with a task T2, starting from X, leads
to Y , however propagating the parallelism to the next task. Rule stop-par-left
denotes parallel termination (join). Rule select-left indicates that the acti-
vated action must be enabled. Rule select-right states that a disabled action
may not be activated. Rule repeat performs a task T1 and stores in L the iter-
ation beginning and end tasks, which are performed, respectively, through rules
continue and break. Rule start says that an enabled action and a handle not
yet used can be associated and added to S, emitting an action to the system
(start(A, h)). Rule finish indicates that an action asynchronously activated can
actually occur, having its handle registered in F and emitting an action to the
system ((a,h)). Rule wait states that waiting for a �nished asynchronous action
has no e�ect. Finally, rule cancel cancels an asynchronous action.

We may now brie�y present an informal description of the translation pro-
cess. Rule (action) states that every SAFeSWL action is an observable mCRL2
action. Rule (sequence) states that a sequence of two tasks in SAFeSWL is trans-
lated by the sequential composition of the corresponding translations. Rules
(parallel-left) and (parallel-right) mean that the translation of a set of
parallel tasks takes place by the creation of mCRL2 processes in a fork-join
paradigm. Rules (select-left) and (select-right) indicate the need for the
creation of mCRL2 processes that control the state (enabled/disabled) of ac-
tions. Rules (repeat), (continue) and (break) indicate, respectively, the need
for the creation of a mCRL2 process that manages a repetition task in order
to detect the need for a new iteration, the return back to the beginning of the
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iteration, or the end of the iteration. Rule (start) states the need for the cre-
ation of an asynchronous mCRL2 process that will eventually perform the action.
Moreover, it is also needed to create a manager process that stores the state of
all actions started asynchronously (pending or �nished). Finally, rules (wait)
and (cancel) indicate the need for the communication with such a manager to,
depending on the state of the asynchronous action, block the calling process or
cancel the asynchronous process launched for the action.

5.2 Default Properties in mCRL2

The �rst default property is deadlock absence, speci�ed as DA : [true∗]〈true〉true,
i. e. there is always a possible next action at every point in the work�ow.

A work�ow that contains a repeat task may perform an in�nite loop when
a break is not reachable within its scope. We may check in�nite loop absence
(ILA) by verifying if all mCRL2 break(i) actions can occur from a certain point
on, where i is the index of the related repeat task, using the following formula:

ILA : ∀i : Nat .[true∗]〈true ∗ .break(i)〉true
The remaining properties express life-cycle restrictions in terms of precedence

relations speci�ed by formulas like

LC1 : ∀c : Nat .[!resolve(c) ∗ .deploy(c)]false

&& 〈true ∗ .resolve(c).!release(c) ∗ .deploy(c)〉true
This formula is applied to each component c, restricted to orchestrated com-

ponents in order to reduce the model checking search space. The �rst part of
the conjunction states that a deploy may not be performed before a resolve.
Note that ! stands for set complement, thus the expression [!a] false states that
all evolutions by an action di�erent from a are forbidden. The second part states
that a deploy may be performed, since a resolve has been performed before and
there is not a release between resolve and deploy. Similar restrictions may be
speci�ed for di�erent pairs of life-cycle actions using a similar pattern, such as:

LC2 : ∀c : Nat.[!deploy(c) ∗ .instantiate(c)]false
&& 〈true ∗ .deploy(c).!release(c) ∗ .instantiate(c)〉true

LC3 : ∀c, a : Nat.[!instantiate(c) ∗ .compute(c, a)]false
&& 〈true ∗ .instantiate(c).!release(c) ∗ .compute(c, a)〉true

LC4 : ∀c : Nat.[!instantiate(c) ∗ .release(c)]false
&& 〈true ∗ .instantiate(c).!release(c) ∗ .release(c)〉true

Here, compute(c, a) represents the computational action a of a component c,
declared in the architectural description of the work�ow.

6 A Case Study

MapReduce is a programming model implemented by a number of large-scale data
parallel processing frameworks, �rstly proposed by Google Inc. [11]. A user must
specify: a map function, which is applied by a set of parallel mapper processes
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to each element of an input list of key/value pairs (KV-pairs), returning a set
of elements in an intermediary list of KV-pairs; and a reduce function, which is
applied by a set of parallel reducer processes to all intermediate values associated
with the same key across all mappers, yielding a list of output pairs.

Figure 5 depicts a simple example of MapReduce for processing a text con-
taining lines of words green, yellow, blue and pink. At the end of the processing,
the expected output is the number of occurrences of each color in the text.

Fig. 5: A classic example of word counting with MapReduce.

We have designed a framework of components for MapReduce computations
in HPC Shelf, comprising the following components: DataSource, a data source
that stores the input data structure; Mapper, a computation that implements
a set of parallel mapping agents; Reducer, a computation that implements a
set of parallel reducing agents; DataSink, a data source that stores the output
data structure, generated from the output pairs produced by the reducing agents;
Splitter, a connector that takes the list of input pairs from the data source
(�rst iteration) and outputs pairs generated by the reducing agents (produced
in the previous iteration) and either distributes them to the mapping agents
(to start a new iteration) or sends them to the data sink (to end the process);
and Shuffler is a connector that groups intermediate keys produced by the
mapping agents and redistributes them among the reducing agents.

Figure 6 depicts the architecture of a simple iterative MapReduce parallel
computing system. Each computation/connector has three ports: a user and
provider service port, from which they input KV-pairs and output KV-pairs, re-
spectively; and a single action port, called TaskChunk, for orchestrating tasks.
KV-pairs are transmitted (between splitter and shu�er) and processed (by map-
per and reducer) incrementally for optimizing communication granularity and
overlapping mapping and reducing phases in the same iteration.

TaskChunk has the three action names: chunk_ready, for signaling that a
new chunk of KV-pairs is available; read_chunk, for inputing KV-pairs from
the next chunk; perform, for processing the KV-pairs read from a chunk.

For our purposes, the contextual signatures of the abstract components and
the contextual contracts of the concrete components, whose instances were pre-
sented, can be omitted. The SAFeSWL work�ow script will be not shown here,
but it is available from http://www.lia.ufc.br/~allberson/swc2.
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Fig. 6: The MapReduce architecture.

6.1 Internal Work�ows of MapReduce Components

The following simpli�ed version of the internal work�ows of MapReduce compo-
nents is enough for proving all properties relevant to this case study:

shuffler = mapper = reducer = combiner =

{> → resolve↓,> → deploy↓,> → instantiate↓,
> → read_chunk↓,> → perform↓, perform→ chunk_ready↓}

splitter = shuffler ∪ {> → read_source↓,> → write_sink↓,
perform → terminate↓}

6.2 Certi�cation of the MapReduce Work�ow

Consider the certi�cation architecture depicted in Figure 7. It contains a cer-
ti�cation binding linking the MapReduce work�ow to SWC2, containing the
valuation described in Section 4.1, which aims to choose SWC2Impl. When the
application is started by SAFe, a parallel certi�cation system is automatically
instantiated and executed. During the certi�cation process, SWC2Impl was cho-
sen, with mCRL2Impl, also described in Section 4.1, as its tactical component,
over a virtual platform containing 4 processing nodes. The result of the trans-
lation of the MapReduce work�ow into mCRL2 is available at www.lia.ufc.br/
~allberson/swc2.

6.3 MapReduce Ad Hoc Properties

The MapReduce ad hoc properties include a safety and a liveness group. The
former describes precedences of execution between two distinct components or
component actions. Two examples, among a list of 11, are shown for illustrative
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Fig. 7: Certi�cation architecture for the MapReduce work�ow.

purposes. Note that the numbers in the formulas correspond to speci�c compo-
nent and action identi�ers, as they appear in the original SAFeSWL code.

SbM : [!compute(3, 352) ∗ .compute(5, 551)]false
MbC : [true ∗ .compute(5, 551).!compute(3, 352) ∗ .

compute(5, 551)]false

Property SbM states that the action read_chunk (551), of mapper (5), must be
preceded by the action perform (352), of splitter (3). On its turn, the second
property expresses that the action perform (352), of splitter (3), must occur
between two executions of the action read_chunk (551), of mapper (5).

The liveness group includes a broader ontology of properties. For example,

LIV1 : 〈true ∗ .guard(3, 342)〉 true
LIV2 : ∀c : Nat, a : Nat. νX.µY.[compute(c, a)]Y && [!compute(c, a)]X

LIV3 : [true∗](∀c : Nat, a : Nat => µY.([!compute(c, a)]Y && < true > true))

Property LIV1 ensures the existence of work�ow traces including the execution
of a particular action (terminate (342), of splitter (3)). The second property
expresses the fact that an action can only be executed along non consecutive
periods. Finally, LIV3 is a non starvation condition, that is, for every reachable
state it is possible to execute compute(c, a), for any possible value of c and a.
Note the quanti�cation over the work�ow components and actions.

The 20 formal properties (both default and ad hoc) veri�ed were distributed
among the 4 units of the tactical component, and proven. Figure 8 depicts the
average times for the certi�cation of the MapReduce work�ow, by varying the
number of processing nodes and processing cores per node. As expected a judi-
cious use of parallelism can cut the execution time in half in most cases.
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Fig. 8: MapReduce work�ow certi�cation times.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In the previous sections, we have made a case for the introduction, within a
platform for orchestrating parallel components, of a speci�c component whose
purpose is to verify behavioral properties of work�ow that link di�erent compo-
nents which make up an application. This has a re�exive character: a component
that contributes to certify the emergent orchestrated behavior in an application.

This idea was made concrete in the context of the HPC Shelf platform, in
which we characterized SWC2 � a scienti�c work�ow certi�er. The role of SWC2
within an application is clear: it increases the con�dence on the underlying work-
�ow speci�cation and may avoid anomalous or erroneous behaviours introduced
by design errors. Moreover, a relevant characteristic of the architecture proposed
for the certi�cation process resides in the fact that new tactical components
and work�ow certi�ers can be smoothly added, to deal with the veri�cation
of di�erent classes of properties. For example, the development of new tactical
components for SWC2, encapsulating other veri�cation tools, such as Uppaal or
Interactive Markov Chains, to deal with time constraints or probabilistic behav-
ior, respectively, is part of our current work.

The work�ow certi�er in HPC Shelf, as well as the underlying certi�ca-
tion framework, is still an ongoing project. However, an initial prototype was
developed in C#/MPI and validated through a number of benchmark exam-
ples in the development of scienti�c computing applications. The example dis-
cussed in this paper � MapReduce, available from github.com/UFC-MDCC-HPC/
HPC-Shelf-Certification � provides an interesting illustration.

In any case, the relevant message is conceptual, going beyond its concrete
implementation in the HPC Shelf platform. Actually, we believe that the notions
of work�ow certi�er, tactical component and parallel certi�cation system can be
successfully employed in the certi�cation of work�ows in widespread SWfMS,
such as Pegasus or Taverna.
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